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ABSTRACT
Despite improvements in wireless network technologies and com-
putational capabilities, it is still a challenge to run computation and
data intensive applications on mobile devices. Edge computing is a
new paradigm that provides a distributed computing solution at the
edge of the network, where mobile users consume the computing
resources in their vicinity. These resources-rich components placed
closer to the users are called Cloudlets [3]. Cloudlets enable task
offloading from mobile devices which is comparatively economi-
cal and offer significantly less latency than conventional cloud [3].
Strategically placing these geo-distributed cloudlets to fulfill edge
computing demand and guarantee low latency for the services is a
major challenge.

Several studies have investigated the placement of cloudlets
with various goals. Wang et al. [4] and Jia et al. [1] have proposed
clustering-based approaches to place cloudlets. They focus on bal-
ancing workload and reducing response time respectively. Zeng et
al. [6] proposed a greedy-based algorithm that minimizes num-
ber of placed cloudlets. A greedy heuristic approach is discussed
in [5] to reduce user access delay. However, these studies assume
all available cloudlets must be placed and do not directly consider
placement costs. Moreover, none of these studies designed an ap-
proach to assign an individual user or device to a cloudlet.

As a more comprehensive study, we formulate a generalized
cloudlet placement problem with heterogeneous cloudlets and user
devices. Our model can be represented by a two-dimensional grid,
where only a set of candidate points are available for placing the
cloudlets. The end devices, on the other hand, could be at any point
in the grid. The cloudlets have limited resources and coverage ra-
dius, while the devices have computation/storage demands at their
specific locations. The cost of placing a cloudlet at a candidate point
is given by a cost function. Likewise, a latency function calculates
the latency between a device’s location and a cloudlet placed at a
candidate point. Our goal is to provide edge services to all devices,
while minimizing the placement cost and latency. This is a bicriteria
optimization problem and computationally NP-hard [4].

We formulate this problem as a multi-objective integer program-
ming model, called Optimal Cloudlet Placement (OCP). The con-
straints of OCP suggest a trade-off exists between cost and latency,
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and that optimizing one does not always give the best value for
the other. To tackle mathematical intractability of the problem, we
propose a Genetic Algorithm Based Cloudlet Placement (GACP).

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is an extremely popular method used
for solving NP-hard problems [2]. It is a discrete technique that
is suitable for combinatorial problems such as grouping, ordering,
and assignments.

GACP initially creates a set of random cloudlet placement and
iteratively improves it. For the devices, GACP maintains an assign-
ment of the devices to the candidate points, where each device is
initially assigned to its closest candidate point. This helps in mini-
mizing latency and also in providing a consistent benchmark for
coverage calculation for each cloudlet placement.

In each improvement cycle, GACP selects two least cost cloudlet
placements and crossovers them to obtain two offspring, represent-
ing the new placements. Then, GACP mutates the two offspring.
After that, the selection based on the fitness and coverage values
occurs. Since having lower placement cost is our preference, the
fitness function is based on the absolute distance of the total place-
ment cost from the optimal placement cost.

Since obtaining the optimal cost is NP-hard, GACP uses the linear
programming relaxation of OCP to find the estimated optimal cost
(tight lower bound) and calculates the fitness. Once the fitness is
calculated, GACP finds the device coverage values. GACP keeps on
selecting the cloudlet placements with better costs and coverage
values, and discards inferior solutions until it sufficiently improves
the candidate solutions. In the end, the least cost cloudlet placement
from the improved set of candidate solutions is selected as the final
placement solution.

NYC Open Data was used to create our experiment scenarios.
The optimal results from OCP were found using IBM ILOG Concert
Technology API for Java. GACP was implemented in the same
version of Java, and the experiments for both were run on the same
JVM.

The results of Central Harlem Data show that the costs obtained
by GACP are close to optimal costs. The GACP Cost on average is
only 8.8% more than OCP Cost. Also, the average GACP Latency
is 7.8% less than the best latency possible at OCP Cost. This shows
an efficient cost-latency trade-off obtained by GACP. Similarly,
the GACP running time is significantly better than OCP. In 100
simulations, GACP took 250ms on average, while OCP took 1000ms
on average.

Our preliminary results demonstrate that GACP is an efficient
cost-aware cloudlet placement approach that satisfies the desired
edge computing requirements. We plan to extend the experiments
to include more scenarios to further evaluate the performance of
GACP.
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